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51. INTRODUCTION 
LET M” be a smooth, closed, connected, n-dimensional manifold. A k-field on M is a set 
(q,..., uk) of k linearly independent tangent vector fields. Similarly, a k-field on M with 
finite singularities is a k-field on a manifold of the form M - F, where F is a finite set of 
points. If M is oriented we may define, in the standard way, the index of a k-field with 
finite singularities as an element of the homotopy group n,_,(V,,,). (Here V,,, is the Stiefel 
manifold of k-frames in n-space.) 
If k = 1, then q_i(V,,, i) = rr,_i(S”-i) = Z. Thus the index of a l-field with finite 
singularities may be thought of as an integer, and Hopf’s theorem says that this integer is 
the Euler characteristic x(M). 
If k = 2 (and n > 4) then n,_,(l/,, *) is isomorphic to Z, (n odd) or Z @ Z, (n even). 
Thomas [6,9] computed the index of a 2-field with finite singularities on a manifold M”, 
provided that M is a spin manifold if n E 1 mod 4, and subject to a much more restrictive 
hypothesis if n = 0 mod 4. Rather than list these theorems here, we refer the reader to 
Thomas’ survey article [S], where numerous results, including those of this paper, are 
summarized. 
Here we will compute the index of a 2-field with finite singularities on an oriented 
manifold M4’. Note that since rc4s_ 1(V4v4s, 2) is isomorphic to Z @ Z, , we may think of the 
index as an integer together with a mod 2 integer, assuming we choose a definite isomor- 
phism between these two groups. It is possible to choose this isomorphism in such a way that 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (v,, VJ be a 2-field with finite singularities on the oriented manifold 
M4’, s > 1. Then index (ul, u2) = (x(M), $(x(M) - o(M)) mod 2). 
Here a(M) is the signature of M. It is well-known that a(M) E x(M) mod 2. 
According to Massey [3], every orientable M4’ has a 2-field with finite singularities. 
Therefore from Theorem 4.1 we have 
COROLLARY. An orientable M4’, s > 1, has a 2-jeld without singularities if and only if 
x(M) = 0 and o(M) = 0 mod 4. 
An important step in the proof of Theorem 4.2 is a result relating the signature of M 
to the “ stable span ” of M. We say that stable span M > d if the stable tangent bundle of M 
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is stably equivalent to a bundle of dimension II - d. If span M > d in the sense of [71, i.e. 
if M has a d-field without singularities, then stable span M > d, but the converse does not 
hold in general. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let M4s be an orientable manifold. If stable span M > 2d (d > 0), then 
a(M) is divisible by 2 d’l. If stable span M z 3, 4 or 5 mod 8, then the divisibility can be 
improved by a factor of 2. 
Remark 1. In the first draft of this paper, Theorem 2.1 was proved only for manifolds 
with structural group Spine. (M is a Spin’ manifold if and only if the Stiefel-Whitney class 
w,(M) is the mod 2 reduction of an integral class.) After the first draft was completed, we 
learned through Thomas that Atiyah had obtained similar results for all oriented mani- 
folds. With this knowledge, it was easy to revise the proof of Theorem 2.1 to remove the 
restriction on the structural group. Atiyah subsequently pointed out that results of this 
kind could be obtained from the work of Mayer [4]. Our current proof follows Mayer in 
his use of the group G(N, k). However, we do not use elliptic operators and their indices, 
just standard constructions in K-theory. For Atiyah’s proof, see [2]. Also see [2a]. 
Since Theorem 4.2 depends on Theorem 2.1, a similar restriction in the statement of 
Theorem 4.2 was also removed. 
Remark 2. In another paper we will study vector fields on non-orientable manifolds. 
In particular, we will show that if (ui, VJ is a 2-field with finite singularities on a non- 
orientable M4’, then the index of (vi, vz) naturally lies in a group which is isomorphic to Z 
(rather than 2 @ Z,), and in fact index (v,, VJ = x(M). 
42. THE STABLE SPAN AND THE SIGNATURE 
In this section we will prove Theorem 2.1 of the introduction. Our proof that the 
signature divided by some power of 2 is an integer is similar to the proof that the A-genus 
of a spin manifold is an integer. By way of motivation, we recall briefly one method for 
establishing the integrality of the A-genus. 
Let 6 be a spin bundle over a complex 1, let y be a bundle such that 6 @ y is the trivial 
bundle, and let T(y) be the Thorn complex of y. Using the spin representations of the Spinor 
group and the difference construction, one produces a bundle U E KU(T(y)) such that if ch 
is the chern character and cp: H*(X) -+ H*(T(y)) the Thorn isomorphism, then cp-‘ch(U) = 
$6). In particular, if 6 is the tangent bundle z of a manifold M and y is stable normal bundle, 
then A[M] = A(s)[M] = ch(Ll)[(pM]. But the class [qM] in H,(T(y)) is spherical, and the 
chern character of a bundle evaluated on a spherical homology class is an integer. Hence 
A[M] is an integer. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is similar, except that we construct a bundle V E KU(T(y)) 
whose chern character is related to the Hirzebruch L-genus. We proceed with the details. 
Let N be an even integer, and let k = 2r or 2r + 1. Then rc,(SO(N) x SO(k)) = Zz 0 
Z, , with generators gN and gk . Let G be the 2-fold covering of SO(N) x SO(k) correspond- 
ing to the subgroup whose only non-zero element is gN + gk. Then n,(G) = Z, , and the 
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2-fold cover of G is Spin(N) x Spin(k). Let (- 1) in Spin(i) be the non-zero element of the 
kernel of the projection Spin(i) + SO(i). Then the kernel of the map Spin(N) x Spin(k) -+ G 
is (- 1, - 1). Let Ai be the Spin representation of Spin(i). Note that A, 8 A, is a repre- 
sentation of Spin(N) x Spin(k) for which (- 1, - 1) acts as the identity; hence it induces a 
representation of G; similarly for the half-Spin representations. 
Let p be the universal bundle on the classifying space BG, and let y be the pullback of 
the universal bundle of BSO(N) to BG (by means of the map BG --f BSO(N) x BSO(k) + 
BSO(N)). We are going to construct an element I/ E KU@(y)) using the difference construc- 
tion; we will produce two bundles on the disk bundle E(y) which are isomorphic when 
restricted to the sphere bundle S(y). 
Indeed, let I* = (A,* @ A&), and let n: E(y) + BG. Then x*@‘) and n*(n-) are the 
required bundles. If we identify H*(BG; Q) with a subring of Q[x,, . . . , xN,J 0 Q[y,, . . . , u,], 
then 
N/2 
ch(l+ - A-) = fls(xJ2) fi c(yJ2), 
i=l i=l 
where s(t) = e’ - e-’ and c(t) = e’ + e-‘. 
Thus if we define a characteristic class 99 in H*(BG; Q) by the formula %3 = ‘p-‘(ch V), 
cp: H*(BG) + H*@(y)) the Thorn isomorphism, then 
N’ z s(xJ2) r 
~‘=~--- 
i=l 
xi iIJ c(Yi/2)- 
(See, for example [l, pp. 154-51, where a similar formula is deduced for the A-genus.) 
If we have any space X, and bundles ylv and 6, on X with w&) = w,(6), we define 
a(y, 6) asf*@), wheref: X+ BG is a lifting of the classifying map of (y, S). 
Note that if M is a manifold and y is stably equivalent to the normal bundle on M, then 
g(y, WW = Mf-*(WWl> 
where f*V’> E ~WTYN and bW E H,U$N is stably spherical. Hence .@(y, 6)[M] is an 
integer. 
As with the A-genus, this class arises from the normal bundle, but we wish to express it 
in terms of the tangent bundle. Thus we define B(y, S) as &?( - y, 6). Then the universal class 
B E H*(BG; Q) is given by 
N/2 X. r 
i= 1s(x,iz) iy c(yi’2). n 
Now suppose b is the universal bundle on BSO(k) and y is stably isomorphic to 6. Then 
B(y, 6) E H*(BSO(k); Q) is given by 
Ii i=l 
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Denote this class by _&. Note that if L is the Hirzebruch class 
jji& 1 
then 2 4s = 2’-2”L 4s 3 where the subscript denotes the (4s)-dimensional component of an 
inhomogeneous cohomology class. 
Now suppose M4” is a manifold with stable span M = 2d or 2d - 1. Let t be a (4s - 2d)- 
or (4s - 2d + I)-dimensional representative of the stable tangent bundle. Set r = 2s - d 
Then L(t)[M] = 2’-‘“L(r)[M] = 2-dL(t)[M] = 2-da(M). Thus a(M) is divisible by 2’. 
Suppose now that stable span M = 2d. If k is even, then Ak = Ak+ + An-. Thus 
VE KU(T(y)) is of the form V+ @ I/-, where V* is formed by applying the difference 
construction to the two bundles (AN+ 0 Ak*)(p) and (AN- 0 Ak*)(p). Therefore B = B+ + 
B- and I? = 2’ + 2-, where E*(r)[M] is an integer. Moreover 
(2’ - L-)(t) = Jjl $$j s(Xi/2) = fi xi = X(r)* 
1 i=l 
Now ,y(z)[M] = 0, since dim M > dim x(r). Thus &r)[M] is an even integer. Hence stable 
span M > 2d implies a(M) is divisible by 2d+1. 
Finally, suppose stable span 1cI 2 t, where t = 3,4, 5 mod 8. Then the divisibility con- 
dition given above can be improved by a factor of 2. First suppose dim M = 4 (8). We may 
assume NE 0 (8). Using the fact that Ai is a real representation of Spin(i) for i = f 1 (8) 
(respectively, Ai* is real for i - 0 (8)), we see that the representations AN* 6 A, (respectively, 
the representations AN* @A,*) are real for dim M z 4(8), stable span M = 3,4, 5 (8). 
Thus the bundle V (respectively, the bundles V*) are real. But the chern character of a real 
bundle on a spherical class of dim E 4 (8) is an even integer. Hence 2(2)[M] (respectively, 
L*(z)[MI) is even. This gives the extra divisibility. 
If dim M = 0 (8), apply the preceding argument o M x CP(2). 
43. THE INDEX OF A STABLE Z-FIELD 
A stable k-field on a manifold M” is a set of k + t linearly independent sections of the 
stable tangent bundle Z~ @ E’, where t is a positive integer. Given a stable k-fieldfwith finite 
singularities on M, one may define its index I(f) in rc,_ I(V,+ t, k.+ I). Note that this homotopy 
group is independent of t (provided, of course, that t 2 1). Using standard notation, we 
denote this group by ;n,_,(V,_,). 
Stable k-fields are easier to study than actual k-fields because of the following propo- 
sition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (a) Let fi be a stable k-Jield with jinite singularities on Mi, i = 1,2. 
Then there is a stable k-jeldf with$nite singularities on the connected sum Ml # M2 such that 
z(f) = u> + z(fi>. 
(b) Let g be a stable k-field with jinite singularities on M. Then there is a g’ on M 
(= M with opposite orientation) such that Z(g’) = -Z(g). 
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Proof. (a) Let 9-l s M, # M, be the sphere along which M, and M, are joined. If we 
collapse this sphere to a point we obtain a map 
n:M,#M,+M,vM,. 
Now given oriented bundles C(i on Mi, i = 1,2, with dim a, = dim u2, there is a 
bundle a, v a2 on M, v M, formed by glueing the fiber over the basepoint of M, to the fiber 
over the basepoint of Mz by means of an orientation-preserving linear map E. This bundle is 
well-defined up to isomorphism. Let ai = rM, 0 a’. Then 
?rL*(cQ v clp) = ZM1 #M* @ E’. (3.2) 
For a proof, see the appendix. 
Now let & be a stable k-field with finite singularities on Mi . We may assume that fi is 
non-singular at the basepoint of Mi and that the linear map E sends the (k + t)-frame at the 
basepoint of M, to the (k + t)-frame at the basepoint of M, . Thenf, vfi is a well-defined 
stable k-frame in CI~ v a2. Let f = n*(fi vf2). Then Z(f) = Z(f) + Z(fJ. 
(b) Let r be a bundle map from ~~~ 0 E* to itself which covers the identity of M and 
which is orientation-reversing on each fiber. (Any bundle which splits off a line bundle 
admits such a map.) Then r is an orientation-preserving bundle map from rni, @E’ to 
7M @ E’. Ifg is a stable k-field with finite singularities on M, let c(g) in H”(M; q,_l(Vn_J) be 
the obstruction cohomology class. If [Ml is the fundamental homology class of M, then 
Z(s) = 4gMfl 
= r*(c(g))[M], since r* = identity 
= c(r*(g))[M], by naturality 
= -4r*(g)W’l = -Q*(g)), 
which proves the proposition. 
Now let &_,(V,_,) be the subset of rt,,-,(I&.,) consisting of all elements x such that 
there is a manifold M and a stable k-field with finite singularities on M with Z(f) = x. It 
follows from Proposition 3.1 that fi,_,(V”_,) is a subgroup. 
We are going to define a homomorphism 
where b = b(k, s) is an integer with the following property: if M4” is a manifold with stable 
span M 2 k, then a(M) = 0 mod 2’. For example, if k = 2, Theorem 2.1 says we may choose 
b = 2; ifk = 3, b = 3, etc. 
The map p is defined as follows. Given x E i14s_,(V4/4s-k), find M, and fi on M, with 
ZCr;) = x. Then p(x) = o(M,) mod 2b. Note that if M2 and fi also satisfy IV;) = x, then by 
Proposition 3.1 there is a stable k-field with finite singularities on M, # M,’ whose index 
is zero. Therefore stable span (Ml # M,‘) 3 k, so a(M, # M2’) = 0 mod 2b. Thus a(M,) = 
rr(M,)mod 2b and p is well-defined. Proposition 3.1 implies that p is a homomorphism. 
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If k = 2, then r~~~_i(V~~._~) is isomorphic to 2, (see [lo]). We assert that the subgroup 
fi,,_,(V,,_,) is the entire group, and that 
is an isomorphism. In fact, let f be a stable 2-field with finite singularities on complex 
projective space CP(2s). Then 1(f) E fi4S_1(V&2) and p(l(f)) = a(CP(2s))mod 4 = 1 E 2,. 
Therefore I(f) must be of order 4 in fi,,_,(V,,_,). This verifies the assertion. Thus we have 
shown 
THEOREM 3.3. Let f be a stable 2-field with finite singularities on the oriented mangold 
M4s, s > 1. Then I(f) E rc4s-1(V4s-2) = 2, is equal to o(M)mod 4. 
The same method may be used to obtain information for other values of k and s. 
Instead of using complex projective space, one can use quaternionic projective space, the 
Cayley projective plane, and products of these manifolds. 
$4. THE INDEX OF A 2-FIELD 
We now turn to the problem of computing the index of a k-field on a manifold A44S. In 
the previous section we defined a map p: fi4,_,(V4,_,) + Zzb. Let tz,,_,(V,,, J be the pre- 
image of iz,,_,(V,,_,) under the homomorphism induced by the natural inclusion V,,, k -+ 
V 4s+t,k+t* Thus il,,_ 1(V4S, &) is a subgroup of 7c4S- 1(T/4S, &) which contains all elements of 
the form I(f), f a k-field with finite singularities on some M4’, and. which may contain other 
elements as well. We will show that p induces a homomorphism 
such that if f is a k-field with finite singularities on M4s, then 
N(f)) = (xGW9 3(x(M) - 4M))mod 2*-l). 
If, for a given s and k, p is injective (or surjective), then so is cp. 
In fact, we will construct a commutative ladder of short exact sequences (where the 
homomorphisms are defined below and n = 4s): 
a 
0 - 7c,(S") - %-l(v,, k) i %-,(F/,-k) - o 
The upper sequence comes from the exact homotopy sequence of the fibration V,, k + 
V n+l, k+l -+ S". Note that if i E 7cn(S”) is the identity map of S”, then a(i) is the obstruction to 
a cross-section of this fibration; that is, a(i) is the index of a k-field with finite singularities, 
on S”. Thus a(i) lies in the subgroup fc,_,(V,,&) of ~~-I(V~,k). To see that 8 is injective 
define 
e: r&i(v,,&) --) n,._i(v,, i) = z,_r(S”-l) = z 
as the homomorphism induced by the projection V,, & + V,, 1. Note that iff is a k-field with 
finite singularities on M with index I(f) E n,_,(V,, &), then e(I(f)) is the index of a one field 
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on M, so e(ZCf)) = x(M). Since 12 is even, e(a(i)) = x(F) = 2, so J is injective. The exactness 
of the upper sequence now follows immediately from the exactness of the homotopy sequence 
of the fibration. 
The maps of the lower exact sequence are defined as follows: 
a(l) = (2, 1 mod 2’-‘) 
/?(x, y mod 2b- ‘) = x - 2y mod 2’. 
The left-hand vertical map is the degree, which is an isomorphism; p has already been 
defined. To define cp, we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let d E fi,_ 1( V,, k). Then e(d), reduced mod 2, is equal to pj(d), reduced mod 2. 
Proof. If d E fin_l(Vn,,), thenj(d) E iz,_,(V,_,). Thus there is a manifold M and a stable 
k-field f with finite singularities on M such that Z(f) =j(d). Then pj(d) = a(M) 2b, by 
definition of p. Since a(M) = X(M)mod 2, we need only show that e(d) E X(M)mod 2. There 
is a commutative diagram 
n”-,(K, k) 2 r”-i(K-k) 
., 
%-l(K, 1) 2 %-iv-n-1) 
1 II Z2 
where j’ corresponds to reduction mod 2. Therefore e(d) mod 2 = j’e(d) = e’j(d). But 
e’j(d) = e’(Z(f)) is the obstruction to a stable one field on M so e’(Z(f)) = w,[M] = X(M)mod 
2. This proves the lemma. 
Using Lemma 4.1, we see that the expression 
*(e(d) - pj(d))mod 2’-l 
defines a homomorphism from fi,_ r( V,, & to ZZb - ,. We then define q by 
rp(d) = (e(d), He(d) - pj(d))mod 2’-‘). 
Note that if d is the index of a k-field with finite singularities on M, then 
cp(d) = (X(M), +(X(M) - a(M))mod 2’-‘). 
In particular, if d = a(i), then 
p(d) = (2, 1 mod 2b-1), 
so the left-hand square commutes. The commutativity of the righthand square is immediate- 
When k = 2 and s > 1, the homomorphism 
9: %-i(G,,)-*ZO& 
is an isomorphism, since p is. Also the subgroup it_+i(V& *) is the entire group, because 
fiA4s-1(V~s-2) is the entire group 7~~~._~(1/4~-~). Thus we have shown 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let v be a 2-Jeld with finite singularities on M4’, s > 1. Then Z(v) E 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ = ZOZ, is equal to 
(X(M), 3(x(M) - o(M))mod 2). 
The same method gives partial results for other values of k and s. 
APPENDIX 
We will study the tangent bundle T of a connected sum M, # M, . Let S”-’ E M, # M, 
be the separating sphere. Let S”-’ x Z be a tubular neighborhood of S”-’ and let Sin-’ u 
S 2 “-I be the boundary of this tubular neighborhood, where 
Sin-’ c Mi - (open n-disk) c M, # M2. 
If we collapse SIA-’ to a point, and collapse S2”-’ to a disjoint point, we obtain a map 
~:M,#M,+M,vS”vM~. 
In order ‘to obtain a bundle y on M, v S” v M, with n*(r) = z, we must choose a trivializa- 
tion of ~1 Sin-l, i = I, 2. We choose a trivialization of ~1 Sin-l which extends over the disk 
which Sin-l bounds in Mi. Collapsing T by means of these trivializations, we obtain a 
bundle y on M, v S” v M, such that E*(Y) = 7 and such that y ) Mi = TV,. Let 6 = y ( S”. 
Note that 6 depends only on the behavior of z in a neighborhood of S”-’ and hence is 
independent of the manifolds Ml and M2. From the special case Ml = M, = S”, we see that 
6 = -7s”. Thus we have shown 
PROPOSITION. Let x: M, # M2 -+ Ml v S” v M2 be as above. Then n*(zu, v -TV,, v T~J = 
ZM~#M2* 
Since zs” is stably trivial, equation (3.2) follows from the above Proposition. 
Remark. The proof we have given of this Proposition is essentially due to T. Heaps. 
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